Electrically conductive composites that contain conductive filler dispersed in an insulating polymer matrix are usually prepared by the vigorous mixing of the components. This affects the structure of the filler particles and thereby the properties of the composite. It is shown that by careful mixing nano-scale features on the surface of the filler particles can be retained. The fillers used possess sharp surface protrusions similar to the tips used in scanning tunnelling microscopy. The electric field strength at these tips is very large and results in field assisted (FowlerNordheim) tunnelling. In addition the polymer matrix intimately coats the filler particles and the particles do not come into direct physical contact. This prevents the formation of chains of filler particles in close contact as the filler content increases. In consequence the composite has an extremely high resistance even at filler loadings above the expected percolation threshold. The retention of filler particle morphology and the presence of an insulating polymer layer between them endow the composite with a number of unusual properties. These are presented here together with appropriate physical models.
Introduction
The properties of composites comprising electrically conductive particles dispersed in an insulating polymer matrix have been studied for over 50 years.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Carbon and metal powders, e.g. Ni, Cu, Ag, Al and Fe, have all been used as fillers. Carbons utilised include carbon nanotubes, carbon fibre, graphite, pyrolytic carbons and carbon blacks, the latter having large variations in purity and morphology. The metal powders offer well-defined morphology and a higher intrinsic conductivity than carbon black. In general, at low filler content the conductive particles are well separated and the composite is insulating with an electrical conductivity only slightly higher than that of the polymer. Initially the conductivity increases slowly with filler concentration, but then rises rapidly over a narrow concentration range to give a high conductivity with only a weak dependence on further increase in filler concentration.
Percolation theory is commonly used to describe the behaviour in the region of rapidly varying conductivity. 4, 5 The conductivity rises at the percolation threshold as the conductive particles begin to aggregate to produce chains of particles in intimate contact, providing conductive paths spanning the sample. The conductivity increases rapidly as more percolation paths form until saturation is approached when the conductivity rises slowly to its maximum value. This model fails below the percolation threshold where it predicts that the composite is an insulator. Effective medium theories have been developed that provide a good description of the evolution of the conductivity across the full range of filler concentrations. 4, 6 The concentration of filler particles at the percolation threshold is sensitive to the shape of the particles.
Values of the volume fraction of filler at the percolation threshold are observed to range from < 1% for needle-like particles to > 10% for spherical particles. Low percolation thresholds occur in anisotropic composites when chains of aligned filler particles are produced during processing, usually by the application of electric or magnetic fields. 4 Anomalous behaviour is observed with some carbon blacks due to agglomeration of the individual particles. 7, 8 Despite the long history of experimental and theoretical studies of conductive composites, there is an on-going discussion about the relative importance of different conduction mechanisms. 9, 10 While examples are known of systems where the filler particles are in direct physical contact, 5 in general in the percolation regime the conducting chains will contain gaps across which electrons can tunnel. The thermal fluctuation of the inter-particle tunnelling barrier has been used to explain the behaviour of the conduction at low temperature. 11, 12, 13 It has also been demonstrated that in the percolation regime any external influence that affects particle separation, and hence electron tunnelling, will give rise to a large change in resistance. 14, 15 The piezoresistance, i.e. the change in resistance of the composite under external forces, has been analysed using the percolation model and, for fibrous fillers, in terms of fibre reorientation. [14] [15] [16] Tunnelling has also been implicated in the rapid increase in resistance with temperature, the positive temperature coefficient (PTC), which occurs in most composites. 3, 4 In carbon black-polyethylene composites this has been attributed to the fact that the carbon black particles are excluded from crystalline regions and accumulate in the amorphous regions. An increase in the amorphous polymer fraction close to the melting point allows filler particles to move apart, creating wider tunnelling barriers and breaking up percolative chains. This model does not explain a number of results, notably the occurrence of a PTC effect in composites with amorphous polymer matrices. 17 This has been attributed to the interplay of thermal expansion and internal stress giving rise to significant changes in inter-particle separation, thereby affecting tunnelling barriers and the conductivity.
While tunnelling is important in determining the properties of composites, a number of other mechanisms that could play a role in conduction have been considered.
Electric field induced emission was once considered to be important, 18 particularly at high fields. 19 Schottky emission, Poole-Frenkel conduction and space charge limitation of conduction with Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling via traps have also been used to model conduction in composites. 20 During the preparation of metal-polymer composites metal ions may be dispersed in the polymer matrix, and mobile ionic species, 13 and possibly electrochemistry, may contribute to conductivity. Given the complexity of conductive composites the possibility of the occurrence of these conduction mechanisms should not be ignored in the analysis of experimental data.
exceptionally large dynamic range for a property of a solid material at room temperature. When compressed into the low resistance state the composite can carry large currents without observable damage. Furthermore, the resistance also falls reversibly when the material is stretched, bent or twisted. This behaviour is unlike that of conventional conductive composites for which the resistance increases on extension. 22, 23 Similarly, the highly non-linear current-voltage characteristics of deformed samples, with negative resistance regimes, are unlike those reported for other composites. 24 A description of the properties of these composites and of possible physical mechanisms underlying them is presented below.
Experiment.
Samples of composite comprising nickel powders in an elastomer matrix were prepared at Peratech Ltd by a patented process, 21 which involves the careful mixing of nickel powders and liquid monomers. Nickel powders were obtained from Inco Ltd.
Those used in this work were type 123, manufacturer's quoted particle size distribution measured by Fisher sub-sieve sizer from 3.5 to 4.5 micron, and type 287, quoted particle size in the range 2.6-3.3 µm. However, electron microscope observations revealed a somewhat larger size range extending from below 1 µm to above 10 µm, see §3.2 below. The powders were used as supplied and incorporated at loadings of metal to polymer of between 4:1 and 6:1 by weight (400 to 600 phr) in the composite. The monomers used were either silicone or urethane based. Silicones All experiments were carried out at room temperature.
3. Results and discussion. Ωm while that of the most highly compressed samples is ~10 -3 Ωm.
Typical data for compressed, stretched and bent samples are shown in Figs. 1-3.
Results for a compressed sample is shown in Fig. 1 . The resistance of the uncompressed sample was too large to be measured, the instrumental limit being 10
Mohm. However, the resistance of an uncompressed sample of a similar composite was measured to be 10 12 ohm and it is reasonable to assume that the initial resistance was in this instance, allowing for the different sample dimensions, ca. 10
10 Ω. The lowest resistances observed for compressed samples ~0.01 ohm. The variation in resistance under compression is reproducible providing that the measuring current is kept small, effects due to charge storage in the composite at higher current levels are described in section 3.3. Samples have been reproducibly cycled between the insulating and conductive states for one million cycles. During the measurements shown in Fig. 1 the output of the current source was switched as described in §2 and some offsets occur for compression >17%. The circle plotted round each data point indicates the measurement error. Within the error the resistance depends exponentially on compression up to ca. 21% compression beyond which a different dependence is observed. Joule heating of the sample is insufficient to account for the deviation at high compression as the electrodes provide a large thermal sink. Sample temperature was measured with an IR thermometer for the clamp used for current voltage characteristics, which is a similar thermal environment, and the maximum temperature increase for both sample and electrodes was found to be a few degrees
Centigrade under similar electrical conditions. A possible cause of this deviation is discussed in §3.2.
When composites containing conductive fillers are compressed the separation of the filler particles is reduced and the resistance is expected to fall. Such piezoresistance has been observed for many different composites, see refs. 14-16 and the following examples. The resistance of epoxy-graphite composites is reported to fall by a factor of about 100 when subjected to hydrostatic pressure of between 1 and 1.8 GPa. 13 Larger variation has been reported for model composites comprising mixtures of physically separate polymer and conductive powders, when mechanical deformation of either the insulating or conducting particles leads to a pressure-induced percolation transition. 26 For a polymer-soot mixture a 200-fold decrease in resistance is observed, while a polymer-graphite mixture a ca. 10 7 fold decrease occurred. These changes were, however, irreversible due to the nature of the mixtures used. Much smaller changes, a 4-fold decrease for a uniaxial compression of 2 MPa, have been observed in natural rubber-carbon black composites. 27 An exception to this general behaviour is the observation of an increase in resistance by ca. 10 3 times of a polyisoprene-nanoparticulate carbon composite under uniaxial compression. 28 This has been attributed to the disruption of the extended structures of the nano-particulate carbon when the composite was deformed. A small initial decrease in resistance up to a compression of ca. 10% followed a larger increase has been reported, and theoretically modelled, for carbon black-silicone rubber composites with carbon black concentrations above the percolation threshold. 29 The changes induced by pressure in QTC samples are in the direction expected but are much larger and show better reversibility than for the examples given above.
The resistance of stretched samples was also observed to fall with deformation, an example is shown in Fig. 2 . The circles drawn round the data points encompass the measurement errors. Within experimental error there is an exponential dependence of resistance on elongation indicate by the straight line plotted in Fig. 2 . In the light of previous work, discussed below, this is an unexpected result. As noted in §2 the centre of the sample contracted laterally. Although this is proportionately less than the main distortion it must play a role in the observed reduction in resistance with elongation of the sample.
When a composite is subjected to tensile forces the filler particle separation will increase in the direction of elongation and the resistance will be expected to increase.
Provided the elastic limit is not exceeded extension of polymer-carbon black composites leads to a reversible increase in resistance. The changes are also modest; less than 8 times for silicone-carbon black, 22 and a similar variation was reported for a latex-fibre composite containing polypyrrole coated cellulose fibres. 23 The polyisoprene-nano-particlate carbon composite mentioned above, where it is thought that the filler morphology is affected by deformation, has a larger reversible increase of 10 4 times. 28 A similar variation is reported for a nickel coated graphite fibrenatural rubber composite but no information was given concerning reversibility. 16 Deformation beyond the elastic limit has been observed to result in a decrease in the resistance of samples due to the alteration in the structure of the composite, but the changes are irreversible. 30, 31 A decrease in resistance has also been reported for a silicone-nickel fibre composite under cyclic loading. 32 However, the effect was only observed during the first five stress cycles after which the resistance increased irreversibly. These changes were attributed to an initial alignment of the nickel fibres followed by mechanical breakdown of the polymer fibre interface. Thus, there appear to be no examples of a large reversible decrease in resistance for composites under tensile stress other than QTC. The changes observed in QTC subjected to elongation are in the opposite sense to that expected. Possible causes of this effect are discussed in §3.2.
The data shown in Fig. 3 was obtained by bending a 1mm thick QTC sample over cylinders of different radii. The resistance is plotted against the inverse of the bend radius since this is a measure of the strain in the surface of the sample. There is negligible deformation of the sample parallel to the axis of bending. When the QTC samples are bent the outer surface is subjected to elongation similar to that shown in Fig. 2 and the measured resistances are also similar. However, at the smallest bending radii there is significant radial compression. Although the data is limited the lines plotted in Fig. 3 suggest different approximately exponential dependencies in the low strain regime and when radial compression occurs. There is no comparative data in the literature on the effect of bending on the resistance of other composites.
The large changes in resistance that occur when QTC samples are deformed provide a sensitive measure of the creep of the polymer matrix when a sample is subjected to a constant tensile stress. This is avoided in the measurements described above by using fixed deformations rather than fixed forces and allowing samples to relax to a constant resistance before measurements are made. The changes in resistance with deformation are reversible with only small hysteretic effects. The data for compression, elongation and bending indicates that the resistance of QTC samples varies exponentially with strain and that the physical mechanism underlying this unusual behaviour is similar in these situations.
Particle morphology and conduction mechanism
The most distinct difference between QTC and the other composites described above proximity. This, together with the spiky particle morphology, means that inter-particle interaction will increase the stiffness of the composite. Such stiffening is observed experimentally and explains the deviation from exponential behaviour at high compression seen in Fig. 1 . The unexpected observation of a decrease in sample resistance in extension can also be attributed to the high filler concentration. The effect of uniaxial deformation can be modelled in terms of contributions due to changes in filler particle separation parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the applied force. 29 Percolation paths are randomly distributed in a composite so that there are more contacts between particles in the perpendicular than in the parallel direction. Because of this the model predicts that, in the percolation regime, although the perpendicular deformation is smaller than the parallel deformation it is the dominant factor determining the response of the composite to deformation as observed experimentally. Thus, when QTC is stretched the reduction in particle separation in the putative percolation paths perpendicular to the stretching direction must dominate over increasing separation in the parallel direction. The occurrence of field induced tunnelling means that carriers can traverse larger gaps than in a conventional composite. This further suppresses the effect of the increasing particle separation in the parallel direction. The large perpendicular deformations and consequent inhomogeneity of the composite may also contribute to the continuous reduction in sample resistance seen in Fig. 2 . Similar effects will be important in the reduction of resistance in bent samples.
The corollary to this conclusion is that these properties are not seen in conventional The trend in the form of the current-voltage characteristic as the initial resistance is reduced is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The initial resistances are approximately 100 kohm, Fig. 9(a) , 900 ohm, Fig. 9 (b) and 10 ohm, Fig 9(c) . On the initial voltage sweeps the behaviour is as described above except for the highly compressed, low resistance, sample where the response is initially ohmic but followed by regions of sub-and super-linear voltage dependence. At highest voltages the current decreases to very small values in all cases. A high sample rate was used for data collection and the fluctuations in current are seen to start before the maximum current is reached, and continue until current flow is suppressed. The maximum in the current that occurs as the voltage is decreased is reduced as sample compression increases. At the low compressions, and high initial resistances, the final resistance is lower than the initial resistance but at high compression and low initial resistance the situation is reversed.
Data for a series of samples indicates that the ratio of initial and final resistances depends on the initial resistance to the power n, where n is of the order 0.8, Fig. 10 .
Thus, the effect is most marked for the more resistive samples. The fact that not all samples were driven until current flow was suppressed, i.e. the amount of trapped charge was not maximised, see Fig. 8 and 9 , is a partial explanation for the scatter in the data in Fig. 10 .
The observations noted in § 3.2 supporting the model of Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling indicate that charge is stored on the Ni particles. We attribute the negative resistance regime to charge storage on the metal particles. The random particle shape and distribution means that along the conduction paths there will be a distribution of potential barriers affecting charge transport. Charge can build up on a particle where there is a high barrier for charge flow in the field direction, i.e. a large separation to the next particle in the conduction path that acts as a dead-end. The trapped charge will produce an enhanced local field that will create potential barriers in adjacent conduction paths. Trapping of charge on the adjacent paths provides a feedback mechanism that pinches off conduction paths, causing the current through the sample to fall. The charge distribution established while the applied voltage is increased persists as the voltage is reduced. Eventually the applied field is no longer large enough to maintain the distribution of trapped charge and it is redistributed, but not eliminated. The residual trapped charge leaves the sample with a resistance different from that in the initial uncharged state. The stored charge gives rise to internal forces between the Ni particles and there will be a mechanical response due to the deformation of the elastomeric polymer matrix. 36 This effect will contribute to the changes in the conductive pathways in the QTC that occur during voltage sweeps. It will also alter the microscopic geometry of samples that retain charge after a voltage sweep. Thus, in a charged sample the geometry of the sample and the conduction paths are different from the initial configuration. This accounts for the hysteresis that occurs when the applied voltage is reversed and the difference in initial and final resistance of cycled samples.
Evidence for local charge redistribution within the QTC during voltage sweeps has been provided by direct observation of current transients with a fast oscilloscope, Tektronix TDS350. These data reveal charge oscillations with frequencies between 1 and 30 MHz, Fig. 11 . These occur principally at higher voltages in the region where the current flow through the composite is reduced, and to a lesser extent in the first negative resistance regime. It is apparent from Fig. 8, 9 and 11 that charge redistribution occurs in QTC on all levels from the microscopic to the macroscopic.
The presence of this trapped charge is also revealed by the behaviour of subsequent current-voltage sweeps, which depend on the time that has elapsed since the initial measurement. On an immediate repeat the current follows the characteristic observed on the first down sweep of voltage and can be cycled into the negative resistance regime. If a few days are allowed to elapse, during which the stored charge can leak away, the initially observed behaviour is recovered. The initial behaviour is also recovered by compressing the sample to a low resistance, which allows the stored charge to leak away rapidly, returning the sample to its initial high resistance state.
The low resistance state can also be triggered in uncompressed samples by the application of a high voltage impulse, which creates a conductive region where charge is deposited by the impulse. The mechanical response of QTC to trapped charge can account for this. The deposited charge will be distributed along the least resistive pathways before being trapped; the trapped charge will then deform the composite, affecting the inter-particle separation in the vicinity of the trapped charge. These results provide a clear indication that the effects observed are due to charge storage on the Ni particles in the QTC. It is also likely that the rapid changes in sample resistance observed in both the regions of negative resistance on the up and down voltage sweeps, Fig. 8 and 9 , are the result of a rapid redistribution of charge coupled to the mechanical response of the matrix.
Finally we note that the initial section of the current-voltage characteristic of QTC can be compared to that observed in polycrystalline ceramic varistors. 37, 38 In these an initial high resistance regime occurs due to the presence of potential barriers at the grain boundaries. As the fields across these boundaries increase, field induced emission occurs and the conductivity of the varistor increases rapidly as a function of applied voltage. At the highest fields the resistance approaches a value determined by the resistance of the ceramic particles. Fig. 12 shows a log-log plot of voltage versus current, as conventionally used for varistors, for QTC samples with different initial resistances. At low compression, i.e. high sample resistance, the characteristic of QTC is similar to that of a varistor up to the point that the current in the QTC falls in the negative resistance regime. This similarity lends further support to the model of field induced tunnelling in QTC. Fig. 12 shows the similarity becomes less pronounced and is eventually lost as sample compression is increased. This is to be expected since the separations of the metallic grains are reduced, charge transport is facilitated so that trapping of charge is inhibited and ohmic behaviour is observed. The behaviour of QTC on repeated voltage cycles is complex and will be discussed in greater detail in a separate paper.
Sensitivity to organic vapours
The use of carbon black composites as elements for incorporation in vapour sensor arrays has been reported. 39 Fig 6(a) ). 
